One system…
AvePoint Solutions for
Compliance and Risk
Management
Establish a comprehensive risk
management lifecycle to ensure
information is available and
accessible to the people who
should have it and protected from
the people who should not.

Comprehensive Approach.
Complete Solution.
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… that works
where you work.
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ongoing monitoring, detailed reporting, and
granular incident tracking. Produce detailed
reports of both preventative and corrective
actions taken to ensure content is uploaded,
stored, classiﬁed, and secured in accordance
with your information governance policies.
You’ll be able to conﬁdently report on risk levels
at any point in time, as well demonstrate to
chief security personnel progress in reducing
overall organizational risk.
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Figure: Quickly analyze compliance violations from a single intuitive
graphical dashboard.

Do It. Enforce compliance with information
governance policies with automated actions to
block, delete, move, redact, secure, or encrypt
risk-deﬁned content.

Prove It. Prove policy compliance with

Track

Instant Messaging

Compliance and Risk Management Solutions. Protect data at rest or
in-motion, across all of your information gateways. Establish an eﬀective
risk management lifecycle with a say it, do it, and prove it approach.
Say It. Establish information governance and
compliance policies to ensure sensitive or
regulated content is classiﬁed, secured, and
protected appropriately. Scan enterprise content
against a range of out-of-the box or customizable
checks against privacy, security, or accessibility
regulations and guidelines. Combine human
review with automated process to ensure risk
report accuracy.
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In an age where information is precious and every
information worker is responsible for protecting that
information, it’s important to create a culture of
compliance where you make it easier for your end
users to do the right thing than the wrong thing.
Compliance Guardian provides a multi-layered
approach to information access and data protection,
providing the constant enforcement of data privacy
and security policies to ensure that information
being utilized is compliant, accessible, and
manageable.
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Figure: Take a range of comprehensive actions to ensure
compliance with information governance policies.

Join the AvePoint Compliance Community
www.avepoint.com/community

Learn More about Compliance Guardian
www.avepoint.com/compliance-guardian

Accessible content available upon request.
Figure: Improve incident tracking and management with the
Incident Management System.

